Faster Results,
Clear Advantage.
Enhance your shop’s
throughput with RMC2600
Production Baking Clear,
a two-component acrylic
urethane high gloss clearcoat
that bakes in less than 20
minutes. Developed for use
over Diamont or ONYX HD
Basecoats, RMC2600’s faster
bake time surpasses today’s
industry baking clearcoats
by up to 5-10 minutes.

Finish smart

RMC2600
Production Baking Clear
The advantages are clear.
Bakes in less than 20 minutes
Consistent performance in any climate
Utilizes existing R-M hardeners and reducers
Mix ratios available for any VOC area
Exceptional hardness, sprayability and flow
Distinct appearance and gloss
Resistant to die back and sag
Ideal for 1-4 panel repairs
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More Power for
Your Business
Your interactive guide for Refinity.

Refinity: The power of ONE
Refinity Overview
One platform, one password, one seamless digital solution.
Introducing your new source for all digital solutions available
on the Refinish Cloud, now loaded with extra
features, benefits and automatic updates.
Enjoy easy access to all of your tools
located under the following sections:
Color, Business, Training,
Partners, Support,
and Favorites.
Video

Color

Business

Formula retrieval is now easier and
more precise than ever before! Create
more realistic volume estimates
through our new dynamic search
that will help reduce overpours.
With Refinity’s industry-leading color
guidance, scanning and choosing
color have never been easier!

Watch your paint department’s performance and profit margin grow with
the ability to monitor consumption and
generate job analysis reports in real
time. Use Refinity’s automatic order
generation to optimize your inventory
levels and always be prepared for the
next repair coming through the door.

Video

Video

Glasurit Flyer

R-M Flyer

Training
Learn new skills or brush up on old
ones at your pace wherever you are!
With Learning University resources
now included with Refinity, you can find
everything you need to achieve your
learning goals from professional training
videos, in-depth product and process
guides, interactive eLearning modules,
virtual courses, knowledge checks with
quizzes, assessments and certifications.
Video
Glasurit Flyer

R-M Flyer
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Key Facts & Benefits
One platform, one password, one seamless digital solution. Now you can use Refinity as your main source to access
everything you need from one place. Easily navigate to a variety of solutions to help you:

Set up a shop
in minutes

Share custom colors
with your shops

Use setup wizards for
quick device settings

Match and retrieve color
easily and quickly

Reduce downtime with
automatic color updates

Increase technical knowledge
and certifications

Ready to get started?
Access Refinity here: vision360.basf.com
How to gain access:
1. Complete the request form here.
2. System access granted and email confirmation sent.
3. Click link in email to confirm and activate account.
4. Activate Learning University: Click on the training section and then the Learning University tile.

Partners
Collaborate with partners and
expand your network! Refinity
helps you build a stronger community
where you can engage with others
who share your same passions and
interests for automotive refinish.

Support
Refinity’s new support features
offer more ways to work through
daily tasks and challenges so you
can focus less about losing
productivity in your shop. Chat
one-on-one with trained technicians
when you need answers fast!
Video

Favorites
Organize all of your apps and
customize your home screen
on any device.
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